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A+A 3RD FLOOR GALLERIES

AWARDS / APRIL 1, 12:00 P.M.
A+A AUDITORIUM

Continue the conversation on Twitter using hashtag: #taubmancollege
AIA HURON VALLEY
CHAPTER AWARDS

JURORS:

BRAD ANGELINI / OWNER, ANGELINI AND ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS, ANN ARBOR

DAVE ROCHLEN / OWNER, DAVID ROCHLEN DESIGN STUDIO, ANN ARBOR

MATTHEW FROMBOLUTI / ARCHITECT, O/X STUDIO, ANN ARBOR

KEITH RUSSEAU / ARCHITECT/PRINCIPAL, THE COLLABORATIVE, ANN ARBOR

CYNTHIA HAYWARD / M.ARCH.'76., MANAGING PRINCIPAL, HAYWARD & ASSOCIATES (HEALTHCARE FACILITY PLANNING), ANN ARBOR
ARCH312 (UG1)

AIA HURON VALLEY CHAPTER AWARDS
KAREN DUAN
ARCH312 (UG1) - HARRIS
ARCH412: FORM (3G2)

AIA HURON VALLEY CHAPTER AWARDS
NICOLAS WATKINS AND QIYU CHEN

ARCH552: INSTITUTIONS (2G1/3G4) - HANSEN
ZHENG GU
ARCH552: INSTITUTIONS (2G1/3G4) - MANKOUCHE
ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS
AWARDS
JURORS:

JESSE ADKINS, III / M.Arch.’94, Principal, Shear Adkins Rockmore Architects, Denver, CO

JANET ATTARIAN / AIA, LEED AP BD+C, B.S.’90, M.Arch.’92, Project Director, Streetscape and Sustainable Design Program, Chicago Department of Transportation

GORDON CARRIER / FAIA, NCARB, B.S.’79, M.Arch.’81, Design Principal, Carrier Johnson + Culture, San Diego, CA

RAYNAL S. HARRIS, JR. / M.Arch.’94, Harris + Smith, Atlanta, GA

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE:

JEN MAIGRET / Assistant Professor of Architecture
ARCH432 (UG3)

ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS AWARDS
CHRIS DOERR
ARCH432 (UG3) - ESKENAZI
NICK CLODY
ARCH432 (UG3) - MILLER
KATI ALBEE

ARCH432 (UG3) - MCCULLOUGH
ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS
GRADUATE / POST-PROFESSIONAL AWARDS

JURORS:

PANKAJ DUGGAL / AICP, AIA INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATE, M.U.P./M.Arch.’95, VICE PRESIDENT, JACOBS, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

ROBIN GUENTHER / FAIA, M.Arch.’78, PRINCIPAL, PERKINS + WILL, NEW YORK

PETER J. STAVENGER / AIA, M.Arch.’06, ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL, PAGE SOUTHERLAND PAGE, INC., DENVER, CO

HEATHER TAYLOR / AIA, LEED AP, B.S.‘90, ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL, PAYETTE, BOSTON, MA

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE:

MALCOLM MCCULLOUGH / PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE
ARCH672: PROPOSITIONS (2G3/3G6)

ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS AWARDS
COMPRESSIONS, SUBSTRATES AND CONTROL
KEVIN ROSENBERG, RAMON HERNANDEZ, AND CLAIRE LEAVENGOOD-BOXER / ARCH672: PROPOSITIONS (2G3/3G6) - GILPIN
POST-PROFESSIONAL (MUD+MS)

ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS AWARDS
ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS AWARDS / POST-PROFESSIONAL / MASTER OF URBAN DESIGN / HONORABLE MENTION

TRAVIS CRABTREE
UD722 - MCEWEN
ALUMNI BOARD OF GOVERNORS AWARDS / POST-PROFESSIONAL / MASTER OF SCIENCE / FIRST PLACE

JOE JASTREBOSKI AND SHAN SUTHERLAND

MS_DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES - MCGEE
LEONARD B. WILLEKE PORTFOLIO COMPETITION

UNDERGRADUATE AWARD
LEONARD B. WILLEKE PORTFOLIO COMPETITION
(UNDERGRADUATE AWARD)

JURORS:

JILL H. GOTTHELF / AIA FAPT, B.S.’83, PRINCIPAL, WALTER SEDOVIC, ARCHITECTS,
IRVINGTON, NY

JAY LONGO / AIA, B.S.’92, M.ARCH.’94, PRINCIPAL, SOLOMON CORDWELL BUENZ, CHICAGO, IL

JAMES W. SIMEO / AIA, LEED AP, NCARB, B.S.’83, PRINCIPAL, CO ARCHITECTS, LOS ANGELES

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE:

SHARON HAAR / PROFESSOR AND CHAIR OF ARCHITECTURE
IAN TING

FACULTY - DAWN GILPIN

LEONARD B. WILLEKE PORTFOLIO COMPETITION / UNDERGRADUATE / HONORABLE MENTION FOR PRESENTATION AND CRAFT
JIASHI YU
LEONARD B. WILLEKE PORTFOLIO COMPETITION / UNDERGRADUATE / SECOND PLACE - $8,000 AWARD

KAREN DUAN
FACULTY - STEVEN MANKOUCHE
HENRY PETERS
FACULTY - MELISSA HARRIS

LEONARD B. WILLEKE PORTFOLIO COMPETITION / UNDERGRADUATE / FIRST PLACE - $10,000 AWARD
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